We develop some calculation schemes to determine dynamics of a wide class of integrable quantum-optical models using their symmetry adapted reformulation in terms of polynomial Lie algebras su pd (2). These schemes, based on "diagonal" representations of model evolution operators (via diagonalizing Hamiltonians with the help of the su pd (2) defining relations), are implemented in the form adapted for numerical calculations. Their efficiency is demonstrated on the example of the second-harmonic-generation model.
Introduction
During last decades a great attention is being paid to examine different quantum-optical models with Hamiltonians given by nonlinear functions in Lie algebra generators since they enable to reveal new physical effects and phenomena (see, e.g., [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] and references therein). To analyze such models one uses mainly numerical calculations [10] because standard Lie-algebraic techniques well adapted for solving problems with linear (in Lie algebra generators) Hamiltonians [11] , are non-efficient here, and most of other analytical techniques (e.g., the algebraic Bethe ansatz [12] ) require in general cases tedious calculations and do not yield simple analytical expressions for physical quantities. On other hand, standard numerical calculation schemes dealing with initial formulations of models [10] are limited by computer powers and are not adapted to reveal many peculiarities of model dynamics [8, 9] .
However, recently a new universal Lie-algebraic approach, essentially improving both analytical and numerical solutions of physical problems, has been suggested in [4, 5] and developed in [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] for some nonlinear quantum models whose Hamiltonians H have invariance groups G i : [G i , H] = 0. It is based on reformulations of models under study in terms of (introduced in [4, 5, 13] ) polynomial Lie algebras (PLA) g pd as dynamic symmetry algebras g D : g D = g pd completely describing model dynamics. Specifically, two analytical approximations of evolution operators U H (t) were found in [8] for a wide class of quantum-optical models with g D = g pd = su pd (2) . Furthermore, appropriate Liealgebraic path-integral schemes for solving physical problems were developed in [9] . They enable to examine model dynamics at quasiclassical levels described by "large" values of certain characteristic parameters [8] . However, up to now systematic examinations of their accuracy and efficiency were absent because su pd (2)-techniques of getting exact solutions [5] [6] [7] yield only difference and difference-differential equations and fairly complicated (for practical calculations) algorithms rather than closed analytical expressions required for this aim. In the present work we cancel in part this lacune. Specifically, after some preliminaries (Section 2) we develop an algorithm and routines to implement an exact calculation scheme for determining diagonal representations of model evolution operators via solving a spectral problem by means of the su pd (2)-techniques [5] (Section 3). Their efficiency is demonstrated with the help of the computer experiments for the second-harmonic-generation model which are also used to investigate the accuracy of the appropriate quasiclassical approximation obtained in [8] (Section 4).
2 Models and their symmetry adapted su pd (2) -formulations
We consider a wide-spread class of quantum-optical models with Hamiltonians [1, 3] 
where a i , a + i are operators of field modes with frequencies ω i , σ α (i) are Pauli matrices, ǫ is an energy difference of two-level atoms, g are coupling constants, and nonquadratic parts of Eqs. (2.1a) describe different processes of multiphoton scattering including non-degenerated frequency conversion (H mps (n; n)) and higher harmonics generation (H mps (1; n)) while Eq. (2.1b) yields n-photon point-like Dicke models of matterradiation interactions [1, 8] 
|± (i)} where |± (i)} are eigenstates of i-th atom [3, 4] .
According to [5, 9] Hamiltonians (2.1) have invariance groups
where for H mps (m; n) R j ∈ Span{a
σ α (i) and, besides, G i has the permutation group S M = {σ α (i) → σ α (j)} as an extra factor. Therefore, one can introduce (via the G i -invariant polynomial Jordan mappings [5, 9] ) two sets of collective operators: integrals of motion
which resemble those for the su(2) generators Y α but with polynomial structural functions ψ(V 0 ; {R j }) depending additionally on invariant operators
for su(2) [9] . Therefore, V α can be considered as generators of PLA su pd (2) acting on
. . are eigenvalues of operators R i and "lowest" weight operators R 0 are determined by the su pd (2) Casimir operators
which, by construction (due to the invariant theory [5] ), satisfy the characteristic identities
which are useful in applications [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] . In the general cases the G i -invariant Jordan mappings can be given as follows [9] :
for models (2.1a) (µ j is the multiplicity of the a + j appearancein V + i 1 ...ın ) and
σ ± (i),
for the model (2.1b). Appropriate structural polynomials (2.3a) are determined from Eqs. (2.5), (2.4c)-(2.4d). Specifically, they are given by expressions [9] 
for the model (2.1b) and spread specifications of the model (2.1a) with H mps (1; n) ≡ H hg (n) (high-harmonics-generation models) respectively; here (A) (m) ≡ A(A − 1) . . . (A − m+1). In the general case for the model (2.1a) we get fairly complex expressions (see, e.g., them for H mps (n; n) ≡ H f c (n) in [9] ), and, therefore, a special (based on the Symbolic Computer Algebra System [14] ) routine was developed to get such expressions automatically.
The introduction of the collective operators above enables us to express all Hamiltonians (2.1) as follows [5, 9] :
where coefficients ∆ and functions C = C({R i }) are found from Eq. (2.1) with the help of Eqs. (2.5) for R i , V α . In such a manner we get [9] :
for H hg (n), H f c (n) ≡ H mps (n; n) and H D respectively. At the same time decompositions (2.3) of L(H) are specified by determining quantum numbers l i (integral of motions) and "lowest" weight vectors |[l i ] ∈ L(H) as solutions of defining relations in (2.4a) [4, 5] . Specifically, in such a manner one gets [9] :
where |j; {j r }; −j a are "lowest" weight vectors of the su(2)-irreducible "atomic" subspaces L(j; {j r }) ⊂ L a and extra integral of motions ("intermediate atomic quasispins" [3, 9] ) j r are due to the factor S M in G 
3 Diagonal representations of model evolution operators and algebraic schemes to determine them
One of adequate representations of U H (t) has a diagonal form [8, 9] U H (t) =
} are, respectively, eigenvalues and complete sets of orthonormalized eigenvectors of the Hamiltonian (2.7):
In the "linear" case, when n ψ = 2 in (2.3a), ψ(V 0 ; {R j }) = ψ(Y 0 ; J) and PLA su pd (2) are reduced to the familiar su(2) algebra, the eigenproblem (3.2) is solved exactly [8] with the help of the SU(2) displacement operators S Y (ξ = rg/|g|) = exp(ξY + − ξ * Y − ) [11] ; herewith solutions are given by simple analytical expressions [5] [6] [7] [8] .
However, it is not the case when n ψ ≥ 3 in (2.3a) in view of the absence of explicit expressions for matrix elements
. In fact, in [6] an algorithm has been developed to solve eigenproblem (3.2) with n ψ ≥ 3 via "dressing" an auxiliary "linear" (with n ψ = 2 one; but it is unsuitable for practical calculations, and, really nowadays it is known only an approximate analytical solution [8] of the problem (3.2) given by approximate SU(2)-quasiclassical eigenfunctions
and eigenenergies
where generators Y α of the su(2) algebra are connected with those of PLA su pd (2) via generalized Holstein-Primakoff mappings [5, 8] , d j m,n (2r) is the SU(2) d-function expressed in terms of the Gauss hypergeometric function [15] and approximate values λ cmf v ([l i ]; r) are calculated in the cluster mean-field approximation:
Values of the parameter r in (3.3b) are found from energy-stationarityconditions and/or from minimizing a proximity measure of Hamiltonians H and 
However, according to the general quasiclassicality theory [16] 
